
OPERATING MANUAL/WARRANTY CARD
DISABLED CANES

AR-013
AR-014
AR-014D
AR-014E
AR-015

Aluminum invalid walking cane
Aluminum walking cane with a soft handle 
Aluminum walking canewith a soft grip Soft Wave 
Aluminum walking cane with a soft handle ERGO 
Aluminum walking cane - foldable

AR-016
AR-016M
AR-017

AR-017M
AR-017W

Disabled cane - tripod
Invalid walking cane - tripod with a soft handle T-
Soft Aluminum walking cane - low quadruped with a 
soft handle
Invalid walking cane - quadruped with T-Soft soft handle 
Invalid walking cane - high quadruped

AR-013 AR-014 AR-014D AR-014E AR-015 AR-016 AR-016M AR-017 AR-017M AR-017W
Ladies and Gentlemen,
Thank you for purchasing our product, we value the trust you have placed in us. We have made every effort to ensure that our equipment 
meets your expectations, we hope that it will be a product that will make it much easier for you to move around at home as well as during 
everyday walks. Before use, please read this user manual and strictly follow the safety regulations. Please keep this manual, which also 
serves as a warranty card.

Intended use of the product:

A walking cane is a support device for people who need support while learning to walk after lower limb injuries, maintaining balance and 
transferring body weight in traumatic and orthopedic diseases. Often used by older people, disabled people and people with musculoskeletal 
problems.

Usage data:
Maximum user weight ensuring safe use of a wheelchair cane –100kg (applies to all models)

Notes and warnings:
To avoid an accident, please:
1. Check whether all elements are intact, not broken (e.g. during transport), straight (not crushed, not curved)
2. Check whether plastic elements have any damage, e.g. cracks
3. Check whether the handle is firmly attached to the aluminum tube
4. Check whether the walking cane has a tip/s and a non-slip rubber tip/s (the quantity depends on the model - see photo)
5. Check whether the "latch head" for height adjustment is in the cut hole 

To avoid injuries:
1. It is necessary to always check the technical condition and stability of the product before use (checking all elements)
2. Use only after adjusting the correct height to the user
3. Be especially careful on wet or slippery surfaces
4. Do not overload the product or exceed the maximum load specified by the manufacturer
5. Use the cane only in the "locked" height adjustment latch position
6. When moving, be especially careful about lying rugs, pieces of clothing, toys, etc., as well as lying animals, and uneven, 

cracked surfaces.Failure to comply with the above points MAY RESULT IN AN ACCIDENT!

Contraindications
Contraindications to vertical positioning, coordination disorders, balance disorders. People with perceptual disorders and intellectual disabilities 
should not be left unattended when using the equipment.

Maintenance method:
The walking stick should be cleaned regularly using only water and mild detergents certified by the National Institute of Hygiene. After doing this, 
the ball should be wiped / dried with a delicate cloth. Do not use abrasive products!
The rubber elements (anti-slip rubber cap) are wearable and must be regularly replaced with a new one.

Preparation for use
1. Remove the walking stick from the cardboard or foil packaging.
2. First, check the technical condition of the product in accordance with pointNotes and warnings.
3. Set the desired height of the wheelchair cane (additionally unfold the wheelchair cane for AR-015)

End of use:
4. Place the walking cane in a place where it will not be exposed to mechanical damage.

Cleaning and storage:
1. In case of dirt, follow the "Maintenance method" section of this manual. Store your walking cane at room 
temperature.

THANK YOU FOR CHOOSING AND PURCHASING OUR PRODUCT
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Troubleshooting: In case of 
occurrence
with the sales or service point.Repairing the product yourself is FORBIDDEN!!! This may result in an accident.

problems please analyze present chapter. If this NO will help please about contact

I. The walking stick is not stable.
a. Is the cane handle securely attached to the aluminum tube? If not, DO NOT USE A WHEEL CANE!
b. Are the rubber tip(s) properly placed on the base? If not, insert it/them correctly (until it stops completely)
c. Is the "latch head" for height adjustment located in the cut hole? If not, the height must be readjusted and the "latch head" must be in the 

correct hole. (clearly audible "click" sound). 

Incidents: Everyoneserious an incident related to the device should be reported to the manufacturer, the Office for Registration of Medicinal Products, Medical Devices 
and Biocidal Products

Utilization: A product that is no longer suitable for further use should be disposed of in accordance with local environmental regulations regarding product 
disposal.

Cessation of use of the product: In case of visible mechanical damage or material wear, stop using the product.

PARAMETER: AR-013 AR-014 AR-014D AR-014E AR-015 AR-016 AR-016M AR-017 AR-017M AR-017W

Material: aluminum aluminum aluminum aluminum aluminum aluminum
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ergonomic-
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standard

Range
height: 41-94 cm 69-92 cm 68-91 cm 71-95 cm 82-93 cm 74-97 cm 80-102 cm 62-85 cm 80-102 cm 74-97 cm

Libra: 0.3 kg 0.37 kg 0.36 kg 0.37 kg 0.37 kg 0.7kg 0.81 kg 0.45kg 0.89 kg 0.8kg

WARRANTY CARD
The card must be accompanied by proof of purchase

Sale date Seller's stamp and signature

Purchase invoice number

Model / LOT No

1. ARMEDICAL Sp. z o. o. 42-520 Dąbrowa Górnicza, al. Zwycięstwa 75, hereby grants a 12-month warranty for the walking stick.
2. During the warranty period, ARMEDICAL Sp. z o. o. undertakes to make the necessary repairs in order to restore the product to its proper working condition within 

14 days from the date of receipt of the complained goods.
3. ARMEDICAL Sp. z o. o. reserves the right to replace the product if it considers that the repair costs make it unprofitable.
4. If you find that the product is damaged, please contact the point of purchase.
5. Rights under the granted warranty will be exercised upon presentation of proof of purchase and warranty card
6. Products in good hygienic condition (clean) are accepted for complaints.
7. The warranty does not cover damage caused by mechanical factors or contact of the product with a hot surface (rubber and PVC elements). The 

warranty does not cover natural wear and tear of the product resulting from use as well as consumable elements (rubber handles/caps).
8. The warranty does not cover if the product is used contrary to its intended purpose. The warranty does not cover damage resulting from modifications and 

design changes to the product made by the user or third parties.
9. In the event of an unjustified/rejected complaint, the costs of transport to the manufacturer are borne by the customer complaining about the goods.
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